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Mission
The mission is to grow its global stature as a leading research-
intensive university and a gateway to research engagement 
and intellectual achievement in Africa. This it will achieve by 
building on the principles of intellectual excellence, international 
competitiveness and local relevance. As an institution built on 
principles of intellectual excellence, we are committed to providing 
high-quality, internationally competitive education, founded on high 
academic standards, cutting-edge research, public engagement, 
and productive partnerships with leading institutions throughout 
the world.
 
About University of the Witwatersrand 
(Wits)
Wits is a leading research and postgraduate university in the 
commercial heart of Africa. It is one of only three universities 
in Africa to be placed in the top 400 universities (out of 23 000 
universities) worldwide, in three separate international rankings.

Wits offer postgraduate students a platform to engage in 
real life research issues that affect not only the surrounding 
communities, but the country, the continent and the world.
 
Wits is:
•	 internationally	 recognised	 for	 its	 academic	 and	 research	 
 excellence
•	 an	 active	 social	 leader	 that	 takes	 a	 stand	 on	 social	 issues	 
 affecting communities, the country and globe 
•	 an	engaged	university	committed	to	local	transformation	and	 
 the advancement of the public good
•	 the	intellectual	hub	of	the	continent,	with	over	40	major	projects	 
 running throughout Africa  

Vision Statement 
Wits aspires to be a leading world-class research intensive university in Africa, firmly embedded in the international top league universities 
by 2022.

Wits is a leading research and postgraduate university in the commercial heart of Africa. 
It is one of only three universities in Africa to be placed in the top 400 universities 

(out of 23 000 universities) worldwide, in three separate international rankings.

University of the 
Witwatersrand, Johannesburg
Wits has a reputation built on RESEARCH AND 
ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

•	 a	 leader	 in	 the	 Evolutionary	 Sciences	 and	 is	 a	 curator	 of	 
 priceless faunal, floral and hominid collections including the  
 Taung Child (Australopithecus africanus), Mrs Ples, Little Foot,  
 Austalopithecus Sediba and the recently discovered Homo  
 Naledi fossils
•	 proud	 of	 the	 four	 Nobel	 Laureates	 and	 the	 more	 than	 91	 
	 Rhodes	Scholars	that	have	emanated	from	the	University.	

WITS hosts 26 prestigious South African Research Chairs.
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University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg
International Students Office, Private Bag X3

University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg
Johannesburg, 2050, Republic of South Africa

Tel: +27 (0)11 717 1054
E-mail: studysa.international@wits.ac.za 

 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/witsinternation

Facebook: www.facebook.com/WitsInternationalStudentsOffice
Website: www.wits.ac.za

A key goal of internationalisation at Wits is enhancing our 
contribution to the range, depth and quality of high-level human 
intellectual capital and knowledge for the benefit of the broad 
community that it serves. This relates particularly to processes of 
equipping the next generation of leaders, highly skilled citizens, 
and top-level critical scholars that are expected operate effectively 
in global and cosmopolitan world.

Such	a	process	entails	adapting	curricula,	conducting	research	
and encouraging staff and student flow, both into and out of Wits, 
in a manner that enriches the exchange and development of 
knowledge and ideas to enable a progressive and highly efficient 
student and workforce quotient. We think of such an approach as 
being vital for the achievement of academic excellence.

Wits shares the understanding that internationalisation in this 
context is fundamentally a pursuit of world-class quality Higher 
Education,	expressed	in	curriculum	design,	teaching	and	research,	
which can only be achieved if supported by an appropriate strategy 
that is directed at the recruitment and development of students 
and staff, their inward and outward exchange with other Higher 
Education	 institutions	and	scholars,	and	Wits’	 responsiveness	 to	
national, regional, and global concerns.

Study Abroad
Wits welcomes study abroad students. As a study abroad student, 
you can experience what Wits has to offer across its faculties, 
while immersing yourself in a vibrant city and a dynamic society 
in	transition	in	the	Global	South.	International	students	may	study	
at Wits for one or two semesters for non-degree purposes. The 
International	Students	Office	also	 facilitates	other	programmes,	
creating opportunities for students to study/conduct research at 
partner universities abroad. 
wits.ac.za/internationalstudents/study-abroad-students/

Help @ Hand
The	 International	 Students	 Office	 seeks	 to	 complement	 the	
services provided by faculties and academic departments to 
international students.

In	 addition	 to	 the	 University’s	 services	 for	 students,	 the	
International	Students	Office	offers	additional	support	 including	
guidance for the application of study visas; advice on medical 
cover; interaction with the DHA; provide information and guidance 
on	obtaining	a	Matriculation	Exemption	and	facilitates	city/cultural	
orientation and excursions.

The Faculties are:
Commerce, Law and Management
www.wits.ac.za/clm

Engineering and the Built Environment 
www.wits.ac.za/ebe

Health Sciences
www.wits.ac.za/health

Humanities
www.wits.ac.za/humanities

Science
www.wits.ac.za/science 

Research @ Wits
Wits: 
•	 is	one	of	only	two	South	African	universities	that	continues	to	 
	 publish	extensively	in	high-impact	ISI-accredited	journals.
•	 accommodates seven research institutes, 24 research units  
	 and	10	research	groups
•	 hosts	 26	 prestigious	 South	 African	 Research	 Chairs	 and	 
 dozens of privately endowed chairs
•	 Witsies	 have	 been	 awarded	prestigious	National	Orders	 by	 
 the President for their continuing contribution to science, art  
 and medicine in the country.
•	 is	 the	 proud	 home	 of	 ten	 National	 Centres	 of	 Excellence	 
 (the highest number of Government funded centres of  
	 Excellence	 in	 South	 Africa)	 focusing	 on	 Biomedical	 TB	 
	 Research,	Strong	Materials,	Aerospace,	Human	Development,	 
 the Palaeosciences, Advanced Drug Delivery Technology,  
	 Integrated	 Mineral	 and	 Energy	 Resource	 Analysis,	 Antiviral	 
	 Gene	Therapy	and	Mathematical	and	Statistical	Sciences
•	 is	home	to	over	220	rated	scientists	of	which	16	are	A-rated,	 
 international leaders in their disciplines, and
•	 is	 acknowledged	 as	 the	 South	 African	 institution	 which	 
 produced the most scientific research publications pertaining  
	 to	HIV/AIDS,	between	1996	and	2006.	
 
Internationalisation principles @ Wits
Wits is ambitious about its place in the world of ideas, should 
be a proactive, self-reflective, internalised and institutionalised 
process that is based on the following principles:

•	 Fostering the diversity of thought and opinion on our campus  
 in a manner that draws from best practices in the world
•	 Providing	 international	 exposure	 of	 the	 University’s	 ‘core	 
	 business’	of	teaching	and	learning,	research,	and	engagement	 
 with society, in all their manifestations, thereby also deriving  
 the benefit of international scrutiny and quality benchmarks.
•	 Strengthening	 our	 teaching	 and	 research	 programmes	 
 through international accreditation processes. 

Location
Wits	 is	 taking	 the	 lead	 in	 reimagining	 trendy	 Braamfontein	 to	
further our contribution towards delivering high-level, scarce  
skills	 for	 the	 global	 knowledge	 economy.	 Our	 location	 in	
Johannesburg, the economic and industrial heartland of the 
continent, places us in good stead to interact with the public 
and private sectors, civil society and other social agents to effect 
meaningful change in society.



Over
160000 alumni

IF YOU WANT TO MAKE AN INDELIBLE MARK ON THE WORLD, 
MAKE WITS YOUR FIRST CHOICE FOR POSTGRADUATE STUDIES.

The only globally ranked 
university in Johannesburg, 
the economic heartland of the 
continent

A solid history of nearly 
100 years

AN EXCEPTIONAL UNIVERSITY
WITSWITSWITS

 

We are proud of our 28 
A-rated Researchers 
(recognised by peers 
internationally as global 
leaders in their fi eld).

28DID YOU KNOW THAT WITS:
• is the largest producer of medical specialists and sub/super-specialists in 

southern Africa?
• is placed in the top 2 universities in Africa (2018) by Times Higher 

Education?
• is 24th worldwide in producing global CEOs?
• is placing its graduates at the forefront of the new digital economy (the 

Fourth Industrial Revolution) through exposure to the Tshimologong Digital 
Innovation Zone, big data, precision medicine, digi-mining and many other 
inter-related initiatives?

• acts as a change agent to make the world a better place e.g. numerous 
academics have been recipients of The Order of the Baobab?

CENTRE FOR WORLD UNIVERSITY 
RANKINGS (CWUR)

a testimony to the depth 
and quality of our research

CENTRES OF 
EXCELLENCE6 86% of WITS’ 

RESEARCH
PUBLISHED in LEADING 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNALS

www.wits.ac.za

Wits is ranked fi rst in South 1ST Africa (2018) 

WITS Internationally recognised for research, high academic 
standards and commitment to social justice

 


